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Objects associated to sub-root data

Let C be a generalized l × l Cartan matrix with columns indexed by a
set I. Let (H,Π,Π∨) be a minimal realization of C with H ∼= C2l−rank(C),
Π = {αi | i ∈ I} ⊂ H∗ (the fundamental roots) and Π∨ = {hi | i ∈ I} ⊂ H.
Then we say C = (C, I,H,Π,Π∨) is a root datum associated to C.

Given two root data C and C ′ = (C ′, J,H ′,Π′, (Π′)∨) and an injective
map ι : J → I, we say C ′ is a sub-root datum of C if C ′ij = Cι(i)ι(j) and there
exists an injective linear map s : H ′ → H such that s(h′i) = hι(i). Write
C ′ ⊆ C and set D = I \ J . Pictorially, choose a Dynkin diagram and a
sub-diagram.

Associated to a pair C ′ ⊆ C are several algebraic and geometric objects:

• if G is a complex algebraic group associated to C, G has a (standard)
parabolic subgroup PJ associated to J ⊆ I.

• we can form G/PJ , a partial flag variety.
(The case A0 ⊆ C gives the complete flag variety G/B.)

• PJ has an associated opposite unipotent radical, N−D .

• we have homogeneous coordinate algebras C[G/PJ ] and C[N−D ].

• G has an associated Lie algebra, g, which itself has a quantized
enveloping algebra Uq(g).

• analogous to the standard parabolic subgroup PJ is the subalgebra
Uq(g

′)U+
q (g) ⊆ Uq(g). (Throughout, assume q is generic.)

• we can associate to this subalgebra a braided Hopf algebra B(C, C ′).
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Braided Hopf algebras and Nichols algebras

Let V be a vector space and Ψ an operator on V ⊗ V . Define an operator
on V ⊗n by Ψ(i,i+1) = id⊗i−1 ⊗ Ψ⊗ id⊗n−i−1. If Ψ12Ψ23Ψ12 = Ψ23Ψ12Ψ23 we
say Ψ is a braiding. We can extend this to Ψσ for σ ∈ Sn.

The Woronowicz symmetrizer is Worn(Ψ) =
∑

σ∈Sn
Ψσ.

Definition. The Nichols algebra associated to (V,Ψ) is

B(V ) =
⊕
n∈N

T n(V )/Ker(Worn(Ψ)).

The Nichols algebra B(V ) is an N-graded braided Hopf algebra.
The braided coproduct is ∆v = v⊗ 1 + 1⊗ v for v ∈ V .

Example. Let V ∼= C2 with basis {b1, b2}, q ∈ C∗ and let

Ψ(b1 ⊗ b1) = q2(b1 ⊗ b1) Ψ(b1 ⊗ b2) = q(b2 ⊗ b1)
Ψ(b2 ⊗ b1) = q(b1 ⊗ b2) + (q2 − 1)(b2 ⊗ b1) Ψ(b2 ⊗ b2) = q2(b2 ⊗ b2)

Then B(V ) = Sq(V ), the quantum symmetric algebra: b1b2 = qb2b1.

Theorem ([Gra07]). Let C ′ be a sub-root datum of C and let g′ and g be
the associated Lie algebras. Then there exists a graded braided Hopf algebra
B(C, C ′) such that

i) we have a Hopf algebra isomorphism

Uq(g) ∼= B(C, C ′) >C· Uq(g′)] ·B< B(C, C ′)∗op

where >C· and ·B< represent semi-direct products of Hopf algebras and
Uq(g

′)] is a central extension of Uq(g
′) of rank |I \ J |.

ii) The Uq(g
′)]-module B(C, C ′) is a Nichols algebra over its degree one

component whose generators are known.

This theorem is a generalization of the usual triangular decomposition

Uq(g) ∼= Uq(n
−)⊗ Uq(h)⊗ Uq(n+).

The interpretation here is that B(C, C ′) is the braided enveloping algebra
of its Lie algebra analogue b(C, C ′) which we identify as n−D = Lie(N−D).
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Example. Let B = B(A3, A2). A basis for the graded component B1 is
{b1, b2, b3}. The action of Uq(sl3) is:

b1
F2 //

b2
E2

oo

F1 //
b3

E1

oo

B
alg.
= <b1, b2, b3> subject to relations [ bi, bj ]q = bibj − qbjbi = 0 for i < j.

For q generic, B = Sq−2(B1), a quantum symmetric algebra.
b = b(A3, A2) is a 3-dimensional Abelian Lie algebra and U(b) = S(B1).

Cluster algebras and their quantum analogues

Cluster algebras

Cluster algebras were introduced by Fomin and Zelevinsky ([FZ02]) in 2001,
providing a framework for combinatorics associated to canonical bases of
quantum groups and total positivity for semisimple algebraic groups. One
way of thinking of what it means for a (necessarily) commutative algebra
to possess a cluster algebra structure is that it has a particular form of
presentation, with many generators but relatively simple relations.

Much work has been done in recent years on

classification: via Cartan matrices (hence rank, finite/infinite types. . .)

combinatorics: e.g. reformulations via quivers, geometric realisations

categorification: “cluster categories” of modules whose tilting theory
encodes the cluster combinatorics

Examples include polynomial algebras (rank 0) and coordinate algebras,
e.g. C[SL2] (of cluster algebra type A1) and C[SL4/N ], N upper unitrian-
gular matrices (of cluster algebra type A3).

We will focus on the so-called geometric type and describe in detail
only the “no coefficients” case. We start with an initial seed y, a tuple
of generators (called a cluster) for the cluster algebra and an exchange
matrix B. More seeds are obtained via mutation of the initial seed. Matrix
mutation µk is involutive and given by the rule

(µk(B))ij =

{
−bij if i = k or j = k

bij +
|bik|bkj+bik|bkj |

2 otherwise
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If (y = (y1, . . . , yd), B) is the initial seed then the mutated seed in direction
k is given by (µk(y) = (y1, . . . , y

∗
k, . . . , yd), µk(B)), where the new generator

y∗k is determined by the exchange relation

yky
∗
k =

∏
bik>0

ybiki +
∏
bik<0

y−biki

The “with coefficients” version includes additional generators present in
every cluster that are never mutated but monomials in them also appear
as coefficients in the exchange relations. An equivalent approach takes
the quiver defined by B and gives a more easily applied pictorial rule for
mutation.

Cluster algebras associated to partial flag varieties

Work of Geiß, Leclerc and Schröer ([GLS08]) has identified cluster algebra
structures on C[G/PJ ] and C[N−D ] associated to C ′ ⊆ C as above. Their
approach produces the cluster algebra structure from a categorification,
specifically from a subcategory of Λ(C)-mod, the category of modules of
the preprojective algebra of type C. The complete rigid modules in this
subcategory correspond to the clusters of C[N−D ] and mutation arises from
certain short exact sequences.

Geiß, Leclerc and Schröer have also shown that monomials in the vari-
ables appearing in a single cluster are elements of the dual semicanonical
basis of C[N−∅ ]. It is conjectured that these monomials lie in the dual
canonical basis.

Quantum cluster algebras

Berenstein and Zelevinsky ([BZ05]) have given a definition of a quantum
cluster algebra. These algebras are now non-commutative but not so far
from being commutative. Each quantum seed includes an additional piece
of data, a skew-symmetric matrix L describing quasi-commutation relations
between the variables in the cluster. (Quasi-commuting means ab = qLabba,
also written [a, b]qLab = 0.)

There is also a mutation rule for these quasi-commutation matrices and a
modified exchange relation that involves further coefficients that are powers
of q derived from B and L. The natural requirement that all mutated
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clusters also quasi-commute leads to a compatibility condition between B
and L, namely that BTL consists of two blocks, one diagonal with positive
integer diagonal entries and one zero.

Importantly, Berenstein and Zelevinsky show that the exchange graph
(whose vertices are the clusters and edges are mutations) remains un-
changed in the quantum setting. That is, the matrix L does not influence
the exchange graph. It follows that quantum cluster algebras are classified
by Dynkin types in exactly the same way as the classical cluster algebras.

Examples of quantum cluster algebras include quantum symmetric alge-
bras (of rank 0), Cq[SL2] (its usual presentation gives it its quantum cluster
algebra structure) and quantum double Bruhat cells (given in [BZ05]).

In the next section, we give some more examples of quantum cluster
algebra structures, quantizing the cluster algebra structure found on C[N−D ]
by Geiß, Leclerc and Schröer. In fact, our examples are presented for the
corresponding braided enveloping algebras.

Examples of quantum cluster algebra structures on

braided enveloping algebras

Example: B = B(An, An−1), J = I \ {n} (G/PJ = CPn)

A basis for B1, and hence a generating set for B, is bn
def
= FnKn,

bi
def
= [Fi, [Fi+1, [ · · · , [Fn−1, Fn ]q · · · ]q ]q ]qKiKi+1 · · ·Kn (1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1).

The action of Uq(sln) on B1 is (omitting the action of the Ki)

b1
Fn−1 //

b2
En−1

oo

Fn−2 //
b3

En−2

oo

Fn−3 // · · ·
En−3

oo

F1 //
bn

E1

oo

The braiding is

Ψ(bi ⊗ bj) =


q−1bj ⊗ bi if i > j

q−2bi ⊗ bi if i = j

q−1bj ⊗ bi + (q−2 − 1)bi ⊗ bj if i < j

with minimum polynomial m(Ψ) = (Ψ + 1)(Ψ − q−2). This is of Hecke
type, which implies that B is quadratic and Koszul. The relations in B

are [ bi, bj ]q = 0 for i > j. In fact, B ∼= Sq(B1) is a quantum symmetric
algebra and hence a quantum cluster algebra of rank 0.
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Example: B = B(A4, A1 ⊕ A2), J = I \ {2} (G/PJ = Gr(2, 5))

A basis for B1, and hence a generating set for B, is as follows, with the
action indicated.

g22
def
= F2K2

F1 //

F3
��

g12
def
= [F1, F2 ]qK1K2

E1

oo

F3
��

g23
def
= [F3, F2 ]qK2K3

F1 //

F4
��

E3

OO

g13
def
= [F3, [F1, F2 ]q ]qK1K2K3

E1

oo

F4
��

E3

OO

g24
def
= [F4, [F3, F2 ]q ]qK2K3K4

F1 //

E4

OO

g14
def
= [F4, [F3, [F1, F2 ]q ]q ]qK1K2K3K4

E1

oo

E4

OO

The minimum polynomial of the braiding Ψ is

m(Ψ) = (Ψ + 1)(Ψ− q−2)(Ψ− q2)

and the relations are

[ g2i, g2j ]q = 0 for 2 ≤ i < j ≤ 4

[ g1i, g1j ]q = 0 for 2 ≤ i < j ≤ 4

[ g2i, g1i ]q = 0 for 2 ≤ i ≤ 4

[ g1i, g2j ] = 0 for 2 ≤ i < j ≤ 4

(Note that the last of these is an ordinary commutation relation.)
The initial quantum seed is given by the following quantum cluster y,

exchange matrix B and quasi-commutation matrix L. For the latter two,
the corresponding quiver is also given. We have coefficients, those cluster
variables appearing after the “|”.

Initial quantum cluster:

y = (g23, g22 | g24, q

∣∣∣∣g23 g24

g13 g14

∣∣∣∣
q−1

, q

∣∣∣∣g22 g23

g12 g13

∣∣∣∣
q−1

, qg12)

The determinant-type expressions here are q−1-minors of the matrix(
g22 g23 g24

g12 g13 g14

)
. For example, the fourth cluster variable above could

be denoted q(D23
12)q−1.
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Exchange matrix:

B =



0 −1
1 0
−1 0
1 0
−1 1
0 −1


5

��

��0
00

00
00

00
00

00
00

7oo

  A
AA

AA
AA

AA

1 −2

``AAAAAAAA

3

4

__

(Vertices enclosed in boxes are “frozen” and correspond to coefficients.
The labels are those arising from the construction in [GLS08].)

We can immediately see that this quantum cluster algebra is of type
A2, since the subquiver on {5, 7} is an orientation of the Dynkin dia-
gram of this type, so certainly mutation-equivalent to such.

Quasi-commutation matrix:

L =



0 −1 1 0 0 0
1 0 1 1 0 1
−1 −1 0 0 −1 0
0 −1 0 0 −1 −1
0 0 1 1 0 0
0 −1 0 1 0 0


5

��

7oo

~~}}
}}

}}
}}

}

��   A
AA

AA
AA

AA

1 −2 3oo

4

OO``AAAAAAAAA

B and L are compatible: BTL =

(
2 0 0 0 0 0
0 2 0 0 0 0

)
. Note that the

quiver of B is not a subquiver of that of L; the relationship between
compatible exchange and quasi-commutation matrices does not seem
to have a straightforward expression in the language of quivers.

The exchange graph is a 5-cycle and mutating B 10 times alternately in
directions 1 and 2 recovers B. The remaining cluster variables obtained
through repeated mutation are qg13, qg14 and q(D13

12)q−1 so the complete set
of quantum cluster variables is

(g22, g23, q(D
13
12)q−1, qg13, qg14 | g24, q(D

23
12)q−1, q(D12

12)q−1, qg12)

The first five of these are in bijection with the almost-positive roots of
A2, in the order (−α2,−α1, α1, α2, α1 +α2); this phenomenon occurs for all
finite-type cluster algebras.
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A typical exchange relation is X1X
′
1 = q−1X2X4 + qX3X5, where Xi is

the ith element of the initial quantum cluster above. This relation defines
X ′1, the variable obtained by mutating the initial seed in the direction
1: X ′1 = q(D13

12)q−1. (This relation and the other exchange relations were
verified using the package QuaGroup for GAP.)

We have also calculated explicitly the example B(A4, A2), J = I \ {1, 2}.
This example is of cluster algebra type A3; the quiver describing the ex-
change matrix in both the classical and quantum cases is

4
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There is a natural conjecture to make:

Conjecture. For any sub-root datum C ′ ⊆ C of a finite-type root datum C,
the braided enveloping algebra B(C, C ′) admits a quantum cluster algebra
structure, quantizing that of Geiß, Leclerc and Schröer on C[N−D ].

Note that the equality of the algebra generated by the cluster variables
with the coordinate algebra is still conjectural for some cases, although it
is expected to hold in general. The above conjecture should certainly be
true when the cluster algebra structure on C[N−D ] is of finite type.

We would also like an associated categorification, perhaps coming from
either Λ(C)-mod with some extra structure or from deformed preprojective
algebras. One could then hope for new information about canonical bases.
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